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• Setting the Framework for a reflection

• Looking at Interactions between Safety, Security and Safeguards

• “By design” 

• Possible examples

• Some open questions

Summary

An important note of method and merit (a.k.a. Disclaimer)

The views expressed are purely those of the presenter and may not in any

circumstances be regarded as stating an official position of the European Commission
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• Every hard/technical system is operated 
by a soft/social layer within a given context

• Each of the 3 regimes (Safety, Security 
and Safeguards) emerges from the 
complex interaction between these layers

• The overall 3S behaviour emerges from 
the complex interaction between the three 
regimes

Setting a framework for reflection

Technical 

System

Soft/Social Layer

Context

Framework adapted from:

BLOCKLEY, David I.; GODFREY, Patrick. Doing it differently: Systems for rethinking construction. Thomas Telford, 2000.

Safety

Safeguards Security

Two theoretical “modifiers”: technical & procedural
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• Safety, Safeguards and Security provisions shape how the nuclear 

system is designed and operated

• The complex interaction between the system’s design and the safety, 

security and safeguards provisions strongly influence the interfaces 

between the 3 regimes

• Safety usually dominates the scene, followed by Security and leaving 

Safeguards as a distant third in designers’ priorities

3S and systems design

Neglecting the needs of one regime might have 

unintended consequences also on the other two
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Safety

by Design

System Designer

Security

by Design

Operator

At earliest possible
stage

Safeguards 

by Design

Safeguards 
Inspectorate

At earliest possible
stage

“By Design”: a matter of who, how and when

The designer is

Engaging the system designer

In

System designers can be creative on safety, less on security and on safeguards

Room for “Security-and-Safeguards-informed” Safety by Design?
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A System Designer’s angle on Safeguards:
Proliferation Resistance and Safeguardability

Proliferation Resistance

«That characteristic of a nuclear system that impedes the diversion or undeclared 
production of nuclear material, or misuse of technology, by States in order to 

acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices»

GIF PR&PP Evaluation Methodology

Better Intrinsic Features Better Safeguardability

Defined as

Resulting in

Tackled via e.g.
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PR Intrinsic Features, Safeguardability, 
Safeguards by Design: related concepts

If…

More difficult

More expensive

Longer
to divert / misuse}

Intrinsic PR features

Then less plausible paths to be covered,

less and more efficient measures,

Resulting in… 

Safeguardability

Easier

Cheaper
to detect}

Facilitates the design of 

nuclear safeguards

Perfomed by designers

During design stages

Good… Means easier…

Supports the design of Safeguards 

at early design stages

Driven by Safeguards Inspectorate

Across system design stages

Safeguardability Safeguards by Design
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Some designs to be factory-built, loaded and sealed core, transported on site 

Modularity & Transportability of advanced SMRs:
Potential safeguards challenges

Potential opportunity for 3S at central factory, 

during transport and at the deployment site

Nuclear material inaccessibility

Use of HALEU fuel

Innovative fuels with related innovative 

front & back ends

Central factory to be adequately 

safeguarded, typically located in a 

country different from the operation site

Continuity of knowledge based on C/S, 

reverification challenges

Non-proliferation sensitivity of related 

fuel cycle and NM transport

Potential inadequacy of current 

safeguards verification approaches

Procedural, jurisdictional challenges, 

need to safeguard a potentially 

technically complex site
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Modularity & Transportability of advanced SMRs:
The Central Factory Challenge

Potential enablers

• Potentially complex facility, covering 

more fuel cycle steps if material is 

fabricated/processed onsite

• Likely highly automated facility when 

NM is involved for H&S reasons

• Need to ensure continuity of knowledge 

on nuclear material for both safeguards 

and security 

Potential opportunities for 3S by design

• Central factory “process monitoring” 

could serve also as the heart for 

safeguards and security nuclear 

material accounting and control needs

• Security active surveillance systems 

could give additional situational 

awareness to safeguards if signals are 

shared

• Smart Safeguards C/S systems might 

contribute to Security if signals shared 

and monitored in real-time
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Modularity & Transportability of advanced SMRs:
3S and reactor/core transport

Potential enablers

• Assurance of structural integrity of 

equipment and fuel

• Protection from material theft / sabotage

• Detection of material diversion, reactor 

diversion, ensure timeliness for 

diversion (dependent on type and form 

of NM)

Potential opportunities for 3S by design

• Possibility to conceive a diagnostic 

system to be used not only to provide 

continuous feedback for safety 

(structural integrity of NM and 

equipment), but also to inform 

safeguards (and potentially security)

• Safeguards active C/S (operator applied 

electronic seals, surveillance 

techniques) could inform also security if 

shared signal and real-time monitoring 

allowed

• Harmonized 3S provisions would reduce 

potential issues in the 3 regimes
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Potential enablers

• Being factory built means highly 

standardized production (modularity)

• operator needs to know exactly the 

system’s operating status, the health of 

the system and the location of nuclear 

material inventory

• Especially in remote locations, need of a 

high onsite situational awareness for 

ensuring proper security

• Potential need for remote monitoring for 

both security and safeguards purposes

Modularity & Transportability of advanced SMRs:
3S and deployment site operation

Potential opportunities for 3S by design

• The operator’s process monitoring 

system can be designed to inform also 

on security and safeguards relevant 

aspects, potentially enabling quasi (or 

even proper) real-time NM accounting 

(good for both security and safeguards)

• Innovative active C/S techniques could 

provide high situational awareness 

useful for both security and safeguards

• Standardized safeguards approach, with 

factory installed equipment?

• Potential need to revise current practice 

and provisions
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Players and Stakeholders in the 
Social Layer: different Hats in 
different Regimes

Need to ensure cooperation and synergies between regimes where 

the same actors have different and potentially contrasting roles

Safety Security International 

Safeguards

Implemented by Operator Operator National/Regional

Authority 

IAEA

Postulated adversary None Sub-national group State

Verified by State State IAEA
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Addressing 3S: Risk Informed 
Approaches?

Risk Analysis successfully and 

routinely applied to Safety

• Design Basis Accidents, PRA/PSA

• Risk is formally well defined, techniques are well 

developed, results directly implemented in design

Somehow investigated and 

considered in Security

• Design Basis Threats

• Consequences analysis / success probability

Investigated in Safeguards • No successful effort to define risk in a formally sound way

• No clear “Design Basis Threat/Scenario”

• Challenges in quantifying events and sequences of events

• Partially implicitly implemented (e.g. for AP Analysis)

• Is it possible to define coherent “Design Basis Scenarios” for 

Safety, Security and Safeguards?

• Would this help designers and authorities to work synergically on the three aspects?

• The matter is still open for debate
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Thank you
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